
On 24 May 2019, at 17:57, saranewman@keme.co.uk wrote: 

 

Dear Eamonn 
  

We met briefly last Saturday at the Melton Green Party meeting on Climate 

Change. I was keen to find out if anyone locally was aware of the global Car 

Free Day initiative and if not, hopefully bring it to the attention of Green Party 

members. 
  

Car Free Day takes place annually and this year on Sunday September 22nd. It 

is an initiative which encourages people, for one day a year, to be less 

dependent on their cars and try alternatives such as cycling, walking and using 

public transport. The first official global Car Free Day was launched in 2000. 

Since then many of the big polluted cities around the world have, on this day, 

closed their central roads to cars and filled them with cycling and walking 

events and provided free public transport. We have now become aware that 

carbon emissions from traffic is also affecting our smaller cities and towns and 

their communities. 
  

I would like to suggest a Car Free Sunday for Woodbridge. Initially it could be 

a single event, but ultimately becoming either an annual event, or a regular 

monthly town activity. Currently the Thoroughfare is open to traffic on 

Sundays, with cars parked on both sides of the street all day. This is the one day 

when local families and visitors can enjoy the town, our shops, our eateries and 

generally strolling around.  
  

Car Free Sundays don't necessarily have to take place on Sept 22nd. Many 

towns and cities have adopted the idea and made it their own, fitting it into their 

own calendar of events. 
  

I would suggest also that Church Street, Cumberland Street and Quay Street 

were also closed to traffic. This would make a much more pleasant experience 

for visitors walking up into the town from the town's car parks. By leaving New 

Street and Station Road open it would mean traffic was still able to get around 

the town. 
  

Car Free Days are not just about  making life more enjoyable and safer, they 

encourage people to shift their mindset to possible alternatives to using their 

cars. Also serving as a small step and a catalyst in a much larger, more 

ambitious project of transformation towards a more sustainable and healthy 

mobility. 
  

I feel it would be very timely to introduce a Car Free Sunday for Woodbridge. 

Issues surrounding our environment are becoming critical. We have almost 
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daily news reports on environmental damage to our planet and examples of 

climates change. Many more people are aware  and ready to play a part. Earlier 

in the year, I spoke at a Transformation Woodbridge meeting and with Caroline 

Page, both are happy to support the idea. Also, I feel the local business 

community would see an increase in the number of visitors as the experience in 

the town centre is enhanced.  
  

With the new mix of councillors we have now in Woodbridge I'm hoping this 

idea will be received with enthusiasm and fit well within the Green Parties plans 

for the town. 
  

I would be happy to help in anyway I can to see this initiative become a reality.  
  

I look forward to hearing from you. 
  

With best wishes 

Sara 
 


